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Birgitta Cappelen, AHO

Designing Tangible

Health Promoting Technology

Inspire to Move



what
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4 week-course in 

Tangible Interaction Design
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4

tangible interaction



why
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why elderly and technology

number of elderly are increasing

represent a challenge and huge cost for society

great expectations to health and welfare technology



WHO Health Definition

“Health is a state of complete physical,

mental and social well-being and not only 

the absence of disease or infirmity…”



many Health approaches

Health comes from «whole»

Healthy means becoming whole, healing

Biomedical health approach,

measure medical parameters (blood, heart etc)

Public health: focus on reduce risks for disease

Humanistic (Social) health approach 

based on peoples own experience of health

focus on their abilities and recourses 

NOT their weaknesses and diagnosis

Ref. Mæland, Blaxter



many definitions of 

Health and Welfare Technology 

”The term welfare technology refers first and foremost to technological 

assistance that contributes to increased safety, security, social 

participation, mobility and physical and cultural activity, and that 

enhances the individual’s ability to manage everyday life despite 

illness and social, psychological or physical reduced functioning...” 

(NOU 11: 2011: 99) 

«user oriented technology with a goal to maintain and increase users 

independence, safety, security, increase independence, participation 

and quality of life.» (NOU 11: 2011: 17) 

other definitions focus on the system or services . Nordic Think Tank

“technology that prevents, assist and delivers social services”

9



development in 

health and welfare 

technology
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Tools: numbers, control, good? motivating? more stress?
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why focus on physical activity?

Physical activity is important for feeling and being healthy!

Reduced physical function leads to reduced quality of life, 

increased risk of disability, fall, fracture, depression, greater 

need for care and increased healthcare costs.

(Tomeyand Sowers, 2009; Guralniket al, 1995)
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many inspiring strategies



Design Thinking



Affordance



Design ThinkingHealth Affordance

 first defined by cultural psychologist James Gibson 1966

 all of the actions that are physically possible with a given object and environment. 

 Even Ruud (2014) develops this concept further in relation to health He defines 4 types 

of health affordances: 
∙ How cultural artefacts and activities (ex. musicking) can become a provider of vitality, through emotional stimulation, 

regulation and expression; further how artefacts become a tool for developing agency and empowerment; a resource 

for creating a sense of belonging and; means of achieving meaning and coherence in life. 

 Seen from a design perspective health affordances are the artefact qualities which 

invite to (afford) health-promotion activities (evoke positive emotions, expressing 

oneself, regulate feelings, mastering, participation and sharing community with 

others).



Salutogenese

Aron Antonovsky



Positive Psychology

Martin Seligman



Flow

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi

1. Complete concentration on the task

2. Clarity of goals and reward in mind and immediate feedback

3. Transformation of time (speeding up/slowing down of time)

4. The experience is intrinsically rewarding

5. Effortlessness and ease

6. There is a balance between challenge and skills

7. Actions and awareness are merged, losing self-conscious rumination

8. There is a feeling of control over the task

“The best moments in our lives are not the passive, 

receptive, relaxing times… The best moments usually 

occur if a person’s body or mind is stretched to its limits 

in a voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult 

and worthwhile.”



Seductive Design

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lXh2n0aPyw



Nudgeing

positive reinforcement and indirect suggestions to do the “right thing”





Tiny Habits

A behavior you do at least once a day

A behavior that takes you less than 30 seconds

A behavior that requires little effort



Gamification

game-design elements 

and game principles in 

non-game contexts

https://www.spilldegbedre.no

https://www.spilldegbedre.no/motivasjon

https://www.spilldegbedre.no/


Art…?

 a breathing space in our society

 a free voice

 an alternative world that challenge imagination and shakes our prejudices, 

 a strong subject that invites us in and mobilize our own subjective will to create and 

express 

 connects with us and challenge our mind and will

 helps us and our communities to grow 

(Giddens 1991, Kaprow 1993, Clift 2007, Sleinis 2002, Christensen 2009 , Ruud 2013). 

27



28Breathing Lights, James Turell



Whishing Tree, Yoko Ono 29



health and welfare services

dementia care

activity therapy

(miljøbehandling)

culture + technology

health promotion

30



new paradigm of health promotion ?

31

Technology 

(ex iPad, IoT, social media)

cultural artefacts, lifeworld/habitus, identity,

sensory stimulation

music



Culture

Technology

Health  Promotion

Music, Art, Visual

Dance e.g.
Artefacts (reminiscence)

Multi-sensorial

interaction

Internet-of-Things

AI

Social mediaResources

Person centric

Intervention Programs

new paradigm of health promotion technology?
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“The greatness of a nation can 

be judged by how it treats its 

weakest member”

Mahatma Ghandi
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how
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the course structure

4 Weeks

3 Assignments

1. Sensorial Interaction - Explorations Assignment, 5.10

2. Inspire to Move – 3 Concepts Assignment, 12.10

3. Inspire to Move - Prototype Assignment, 26.10
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main assignment

to design and develop concepts for health 

promoting technology for elderly persons at 

care centres, Paulus sykehjem, as main user group 

to inspire them to move. 



User Context - Hallways



User Context - Hallways



User Context - Walkers



User Context – Private Rooms



User Context - Outside



User Context - Terrace



User Context - Staircase



User Context – Vitalizing Room (a non defined room)



insight gathering; lectures, reading, product 

presentations, user observations, 

interviews, analysis… 

design; ideate, sketch, test, build, design, 

co-create, sew, tape up, solder, program

make, test and re-make again… 
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lectures;

elderly, physical activity, 

health, health promotion, 

inspirational strategies, 

resource orientation, 

music, sensorial interfaces

universal design, e-textile…
47
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relevant State-of-Art ?
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Assistive Technology
http://www.hjelpemiddeldatabasen.no/r4x.asp?linktype=isosup&linkinfo=30090007&sup=5235



Equipment Paro



Environments Fitness studio



Equipment
https://www.sport-thieme.com/Balance-trainer



Equipment Paro



Equipment SoundBeam



Equipment Amajo, Paletto



Equipment, Activities Klubben 17 mai



Activities, Programs 
https://www.aldringoghelse.no/demens/fysisk-aktivitet/



Equipment Snoezlen White Room



Environments https://www.mikeayresdesign.co.uk/

https://www.mikeayresdesign.co.uk/


Environments http://g-legepladser.dk/



Environments Outdoor fitness



Environments Outdoor fitness



Environments Outdoor fitness



Environments Tara Donovan



Environments Ernesto Netto



Environments Jacob Dahlgren



Environments Tomas Saranceno



Environments Karsten Höller



Ideate, sketch
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test
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analysis
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sew
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build
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make again
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present
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TAKK. Birgitta, Tuva, Paulus

TAKK. Fredrik

TAKK. all students
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TAKK. Birgitta, Tuva, Paulus

TAKK. Fredrik
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